Crop raising

Crop raising is a priority business for HarvEast Holding. The Holding cultivates 197,000 hectares in Donetsk oblast and Crimea.

We mainly grow winter and spring crops (wheat, barley, rye, pea, maize), feed crops and sunflower.

450 hectares in Crimean farms are allocated for orchards.

News

11.10.15 Within 2 months of the "hot line" Humanitarian Staff at fund operators Akhmetov received 38 thousand calls

16.02.15 In 2014, over 700,000 people received humanitarian aid from the Rinat Akhmetov Humanitarian Centre

10.02.15 Rinat Akhmetov Center to help civilians injured in Kramatorsk

02.02.15 Dmitriy Sasyukov appointed CEO of HarvEast

27.01.15 US Ambassador highly appreciated the help of Rinat Akhmetov residents of Donbass